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Championing
intelligent, autonomous
human-centered IoT
solutions in agriculture,
healthcare and
manufacturing

IntellIoT’s framework is based on three pillars:
1 Collaborative IoT
IoT applications are distributed and attentive. Their collaboration is
supported by autonomous software agents of a novel hypermediabased multi-agent system (HyperMAS).

2 Human-in-the-Loop
IoT applications cannot be completely autonomous in how they
decide and act; they need to keep the human-in-the-loop for control
and optimization of their Artificial Intelligence.

3 Trustworthiness
IoT Solutions need to address security, privacy, and trust
requirements early in the design phase.The computation and
communication infrastructure must be efficient, reliable, and
trustworthy.
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Semi-Autonomous
Operations for Agricultural
Vehicle Fleets

Collaborative IoT-Enabled
Support for Remote Patient
Monitoring in Healthcare

Human-Machine Cooperation
in Shared Manufacturing

According to ILO estimates, at least 170,000 agricultural workers are
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The vehicle is equipped with cameras and sensors, and can thus semi-
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act as human-in-the-loop. They receive updates and are notified when
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possesses the area in which the smart equipment operates.
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Two Open Calls for SMEs & Startups
IntellIoT will conduct two Open Calls and invite several new partners to join the project. SMEs and startups will receive up
to €150,000 to execute pilot projects alongside the 13 consortium partners to apply the IntellIoT technology, improve their
products and services, and create new jobs.

Smart contracts based on distributed ledger technology are concluded
between customers, plant operators, machines, and robots. Transport
is done by robots and AGVs, guided by in-built AI. Whenever AI is not
sufficiently confident about a production step or workpiece handling,
e.g. facing an exceptional workpiece, a human-in-the-loop takes over
control. The IntellIoT infrastructure will enable tactile, reliable, and secure
remote operation using AR and VR technologies. Learnings from human
intervention are federated between distributed AI.
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